T ut orial Out line

U.S. History Reconstruction to Present Kentucky

Kentucky Tutorials are designed specifically for the Kentucky Academic Standards to prepare students for the K-PREP, EOC
exams, ACT, and ACT Plan.
U.S. History Tutorials offer targeted instruction, practice, and review designed to build students' knowledge of U.S. history
and their comfort with historical thinking skills. Students engage with the content in an interactive, feedback-rich
environment as they progress through standards-aligned modules. By constantly honing their ability to apply historical
knowledge in abstract and concrete forms, students build the depth of knowledge and higher-order thinking skills required
to demonstrate their mastery when put to the test.
In each module, the Learn It and Try It make complex ideas accessible through focused content, guided analysis, multimodal representations, and personalized feedback as students reason through increasingly challenging problems. The
Review It offers a high impact summary of key concepts and relates those concepts to students' lives. The Test It assesses
students' mastery of the module's concepts, providing granular performance data to students and teachers after each
attempt. To help students concentrate on the content most relevant to them, unit-level pretests and posttests can quickly
identify where students are strong and where they're still learning.

1. THE SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: PART 1
T HE RISE OF INDUST RY
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
CORPORAT IONS, CAPIT ALISM, AND T HE CAPT AINS OF INDUST RY
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CH.2 Analyze changes to economic policies, the size of government and the power of government between 18901945.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.

2. THE SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION: PART 2
CULT URE OF T HE GILDED AGE
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.I.UE.1 Evaluate the credibility of multiple sources representing a variety of perspectives relevant to compelling and/or
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supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.4 Assess the health of the U.S. economy by applying the economic indicators of inflation, deflation, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and unemployment from 1877-present.
POLIT ICS OF T HE GILDED AGE
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.

3. LABOR, IMMIGRATION, AND THE CITY
INDUST RIAL WORKERS AND LABOR REFORM
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
URBANIZ AT ION AND IT S CHALLENGES
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.I.UE.2 Gather information and evidence from credible sources representing a variety of perspectives relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
PAT T ERNS OF IMMIGRAT ION
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.I.UE.2 Gather information and evidence from credible sources representing a variety of perspectives relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.1 Explain the impact of U.S. expansion at home and abroad between 1877-1929.

4. THE PROGRESSIVE ERA: PART 1
SOCIAL REFORM IN T HE PROGRESSIVE ERA
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
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have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
SUFFRAGE AND CIVIL RIGHT S IN T HE PROGRESSIVE ERA
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.

5. THE PROGRESSIVE ERA: PART 2
POLIT ICAL REFORM IN T HE PROGRESSIVE ERA
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
ECONOMIC REFORM IN T HE PROGRESSIVE ERA
HS.UH.CH.2 Analyze changes to economic policies, the size of government and the power of government between 18901945.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.I.UE.3 Use appropriate evidence to construct and revise claims and counterclaims relevant to compelling and/or
supporting questions in U.S. history.

6. AMERICAN IMPERIALISM
T HE DRIVE FOR EXPANSION
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
HS.UH.CO.1 Explain the impact of U.S. expansion at home and abroad between 1877-1929.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
T HE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.1 Explain the impact of U.S. expansion at home and abroad between 1877-1929.
AMERICA EXPANDS: HAWAII, PANAMA, AND BEYOND
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.1 Explain the impact of U.S. expansion at home and abroad between 1877-1929.
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
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7. WORLD WAR I: PART 1
WORLD WAR I: T HE BIGGER PICT URE
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.I.UE.3 Use appropriate evidence to construct and revise claims and counterclaims relevant to compelling and/or
supporting questions in U.S. history.
ON T HE WAR FRONT
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
ON T HE HOME FRONT
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.1 Explain the impact of U.S. expansion at home and abroad between 1877-1929.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.

8. WORLD WAR I: PART 2
T HE AFRICAN AMERICAN WART IME EXPERIENCE
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
OUT COMES OF T HE WAR: AMERICA AS A WORLD POWER
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.

9. AMERICA IN THE 1920S: PART 1
A T IME OF EASE: T HE POST WAR ECONOMIC BOOM
HS.UH.CH.2 Analyze changes to economic policies, the size of government and the power of government between 18901945.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.4 Assess the health of the U.S. economy by applying the economic indicators of inflation, deflation, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and unemployment from 1877-present.
A T IME OF FEAR: T HE RED SCARE, NAT IVISM, AND RACISM
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A T IME OF FEAR: T HE RED SCARE, NAT IVISM, AND RACISM
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.1 Explain the impact of U.S. expansion at home and abroad between 1877-1929.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.

10. AMERICA IN THE 1920S: PART 2
SOCIAL CONFLICT AND CHANGE
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
MODERN ART S: T HE HARLEM RENAISSANCE AND T HE ROARING '20S
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.

11. THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THE NEW DEAL
CAUSES OF T HE GREAT DEPRESSION
HS.UH.CH.2 Analyze changes to economic policies, the size of government and the power of government between 18901945.
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CE.4 Assess the health of the U.S. economy by applying the economic indicators of inflation, deflation, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and unemployment from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
T HE DUST BOWL AND T HE IMPACT S OF T HE GREAT DEPRESSION
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
T HE NEW DEAL
HS.UH.CH.2 Analyze changes to economic policies, the size of government and the power of government between 18901945.
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
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have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.

12. WORLD WAR II: PART 1
FROM ISOLAT IONISM T O INVOLVEMENT
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
MOBILIZ AT ION AND T HE HOME FRONT
HS.UH.CH.2 Analyze changes to economic policies, the size of government and the power of government between 18901945.
HS.UH.CE.1 Analyze the political, economic and social impacts of industrialization on the United States between 1877-1945.
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
WAR ON MANY FRONT S
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.

13. WORLD WAR II: PART 2
T HE HOLOCAUST
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
OPPORT UNIT IES AND OBST ACLES
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
T HE END OF T HE WAR
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
HS.UH.CO.3 Analyze the role of the United States in global compromises and conflicts between 1890-1945 in the Spanish
American War, World War I, the Interwar years and World War II.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.

14. THE COLD WAR: PART 1
T HE BEGINNINGS OF T HE COLD WAR
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
HS.UH.CO.4 Analyze the conflicting ideologies and policies of the United States and Soviet Union and their impact, both
domestically and globally, during the Cold War Era between 1945-1991.
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HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.I.UE.2 Gather information and evidence from credible sources representing a variety of perspectives relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
T HE KOREAN WAR AND T HE EISENHOWER YEARS
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.4 Analyze the conflicting ideologies and policies of the United States and Soviet Union and their impact, both
domestically and globally, during the Cold War Era between 1945-1991.
T HE ARMS RACE AND T HE SPACE RACE
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.4 Analyze the conflicting ideologies and policies of the United States and Soviet Union and their impact, both
domestically and globally, during the Cold War Era between 1945-1991.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.

15. THE COLD WAR: PART 2
T HE VIET NAM WAR
HS.UH.CO.4 Analyze the conflicting ideologies and policies of the United States and Soviet Union and their impact, both
domestically and globally, during the Cold War Era between 1945-1991.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
T HE LAST YEARS OF T HE COLD WAR
HS.UH.CO.4 Analyze the conflicting ideologies and policies of the United States and Soviet Union and their impact, both
domestically and globally, during the Cold War Era between 1945-1991.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.

16. THE MIDCENTURY BOOM
PROSPERIT Y AND CHANGE AFT ER WORLD WAR II
HS.UH.CE.3 Explain the political, social and economic causes and effects of economic boom and bust cycles between 18771945.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.CE.4 Assess the health of the U.S. economy by applying the economic indicators of inflation, deflation, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and unemployment from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
DOMEST IC PROGRAMS IN T HE 1950S AND 1960S
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.I.CC.2 Engage in disciplinary thinking and construct arguments, explanations or public communications relevant to
compelling and/or supporting questions in U.S. history.
HS.UH.I.UE.3 Use appropriate evidence to construct and revise claims and counterclaims relevant to compelling and/or
supporting questions in U.S. history.
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HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.

17. RETHINKING AMERICA
CULT URAL RESPONSES T O VIET NAM AND WAT ERGAT E
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.I.UE.1 Evaluate the credibility of multiple sources representing a variety of perspectives relevant to compelling and/or
supporting questions in U.S. history.
T HE WARREN COURT
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.

18. CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENTS: PART 1
T HE GROWT H OF T HE AFRICAN AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHT S MOVEMENT
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
KEY FIGURES IN T HE AFRICAN AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHT S MOVEMENT
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
T HE HEIGHT OF T HE AFRICAN AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHT S MOVEMENT
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.

19. CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENTS: PART 2
T HE AMERICAN INDIAN AND HISPANIC AMERICAN MOVEMENT S
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
T HE FEMINIST MOVEMENT
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
CHANGES AND NEW ST RUGGLES
HS.UH.CE.5 Evaluate the ways in which groups facing discrimination worked to achieve expansion of rights and liberties from
1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
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20. GLOBALIZATION AND AMERICA TODAY
GLOBAL ECONOMICS AFT ER T HE COLD WAR
HS.UH.CH.6 Analyze the role of the United States in global affairs in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
GLOBALIZ AT ION, HEALT H, AND T HE ENVIRONMENT
HS.UH.CH.6 Analyze the role of the United States in global affairs in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
SCIENCE AND T ECHNOLOGY IN T HE INFORMAT ION AGE
HS.UH.CH.5 Analyze the impact of technology and new ideas on American culture from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CE.4 Assess the health of the U.S. economy by applying the economic indicators of inflation, deflation, Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and unemployment from 1877-present.

21. AMERICA IN THE WORLD
T HE UNIT ED ST AT ES AND T HE MIDDLE EAST : 1970S - 1990S
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
U.S. INVOLVEMENT IN WORLD AFFAIRS: 1980S - T ODAY
HS.UH.CH.6 Analyze the role of the United States in global affairs in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.
HS.UH.CO.4 Analyze the conflicting ideologies and policies of the United States and Soviet Union and their impact, both
domestically and globally, during the Cold War Era between 1945-1991.
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
T HE FIGHT AGAINST T ERROR IN T HE 21ST CENT URY
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CH.6 Analyze the role of the United States in global affairs in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CE.6 Analyze how global interactions impacted American culture and society from 1890-present.

22. DOMESTIC POLICIES AND POLITICS
T HE CONSERVAT IVE RESURGENCE
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
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HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.3 Analyze the impact of economic institutions, including the Federal Reserve, property rights, legal systems and
corporations on the development of the United States from an agrarian to an industrial state from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CE.2 Analyze the events that caused the United States to emerge as a global power between 1890-1991.
DOMEST IC POLICY DEBAT ES: 1970S - T ODAY
HS.UH.CO.2 Evaluate domestic responses to migration and immigration in the United States from 1877-present.
HS.UH.CO.5 Analyze examples of conflict and compromise between the United States and other nations, groups and
individuals in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
POLIT ICS IN T HE LAT E 20T H AND EARLY 21ST CENT URIES
HS.UH.CH.4 Assess the effectiveness of how people, organizations, government policies, labor laws and economic systems
have attempted to address working conditions and income distributions from1877-present.
HS.UH.CH.6 Analyze the role of the United States in global affairs in the post-Cold War Era from 1991-present.
HS.UH.CH.1 Examine the ways diverse groups viewed themselves and contributed to the identity of the United States in the
world from 1877-present.
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